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Our National Memorial



INDEPENDENCE 

DAY



Learning outcomes

After studied this lesson, we will be able to---

 talk about a festival.
 ask and answer questions giving our own opinions.
 infer meaning from the context.
 improve our writing skill.



1.What can you see in the picture?
2. Where is it?
3. Why was it built?



Procession The group of action of a collection of people

noun

People come to National Memorial in procession.



A large structure for open air sportsStadium

Various games and sports are taken place in the stadium.

noun



Someone who looks at somethingSpectator

Many spectator were present in the stadium.

NOUN



To showDisplay

The girls are displaying their performance. 

VERB



A day or period of time arranging for functionFestival

Eid Is a big Festival for Muslims

NOUN



What do you learn from the 

events of March 26,1971?



Illuminate

Alike

Displays

Spectator

Acts of performing skills

A person who is watching an event

A strong feeling of excitement 

In a similar way

To decorate a building with bright    

lights

Fervour



Choose the best answer from the alternatives:
1. Our biggest state festival is

a.  Victory day.
b.  Shaheed day.
c.   Independence day.
d.   Mother Language day.

2. The celebration of Independence Day begins with
a. processions.
b. gunshots.
c. placing wreaths at the National 
Memorial.
d. the display of parades by defense 
forces.

3. On Independence Day the National  Parade is 

held
a. at the  National  Parade   ground.
b. in the  streets .
c. in the decorated vehicles.
d. in Bangabandhu Stadium.



Read the text in section B and match the column A with column B to 
make a meaningful sentence

Column A Column B

1. Floral wreath are placed       at 
National Mausoleum-

b) as a tribute to the martyrs.

2. In the Stadium- e) students entertain people with 
various displays.

3. Procession, rallies are  organized to- d) celebrate Independence day.

4. Parade at the national parade 
ground -

a) are presented by the defense forces 
of Bangladesh.

5. Different public building- c) are decorated with multicolored 
lights.



Write, In brief, how, in your school you celebrated 
this years--

“Independence Day”




